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ABSTRACT

X.509 certificate revocation defends against man-in-the-middle attacks involving a compromised certificate. Certificate
revocation strategies face scalability, effectiveness, and deployment challenges as HTTPS adoption rates have soared. We propose
Certificate Revocation Table (CRT), a new revocation strategy that is competitive with or exceeds alternative state-of-the-art
solutions in effectiveness, efficiency, certificate growth scalability, mass revocation event scalability, revocation timeliness,
privacy, and deployment requirements. The CRT design assumes that locality of reference applies to the certificates accessed by
an organization. The CRT periodically checks the revocation status of X.509 certificates recently used by the organization.
Pre-checking the revocation status of certificates the clients are likely to use avoids the security problems of on-demand
certificate revocation checking.

To validate both the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach, we simulated a CRT using 60 days of TLS traffic logs from
Brigham Young University to measure the effects of actively refreshing revocation status information for various certificate
working set window lengths. A working set window size of 45 days resulted in an average of 99.86% of the TLS handshakes
having revocation information cached in advance. The CRT storage requirements are small. The initial revocation status
information requires downloading a 6.7 MB file, and subsequent updates require only 205.1 KB of bandwidth daily. Updates
that include only revoked certificates require just 215 bytes of bandwidth per day.
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Seven Challenges Facing Certificate Revocation
1. Effectiveness during an Active Attack 
2. Client Bandwidth Costs 
3. Future Bandwidth Costs due to Certificate Growth
4. Mass Revocation Event Scalability

Analyze TLS logs at BYU for April-June 2018
• 33,000+ students
• 4,144,404,123 TLS handshakes
• 112 revoked certificates in 228,427 handshakes (0.005%) 

Simulated impact of CRT
• 99%+ of handshakes had cached revocation information
• Decreasing bandwidth as window size increases
• Small fraction of overall certificate space

Certificate Working Set – Recent certificates used by an organization

Hypothesis: majority of certificates accessed in near future W(t + α, α) will reuse 
certificates seen in the recent past W(t, τ), if α is small.

5. Revocation Timeliness
6. Exposure of Client Traffic Patterns
7. Deployment Requirements and Incentives

Certificate Revocation Table (CRT)

Solution: a new revocation strategy designed to cache revocation information 
at the organization level to be re-used by all clients in the organization

Measurement Study

Comparison to Other Strategies
Certificate Revocation Table is competitive with 
or exceeds alternative strategies for each of the 
seven challenges facing certificate revocation. 

Lowest deployment requirements with:
• Over 99% of TLS handshakes had revocation information cached on clients
• Revocation timeliness of 1-2 days
• Low client bandwidth - the only-revoked option requires just 200 bytes per 

day, which is three orders of magnitude smaller than other strategies 

This poster describes objective technical results and analysis. Any subjective views or opinions that might be expressed in the 
poster do not necessarily represent the views of the U.S. Department of Energy or the United States Government. 

This material is based on work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grants No. CNS-1528022 and CNS-1816929. 

• The CRT contains an organization’s certificate working set (both revoked 
and non-revoked)

• Periodically the CRT will refresh status information, evict unused 
certificates, and create a data structure for clients

• Clients can download a local copy of the CRT to check revocation status

Design Strengths:
• Design parameters (τ, β, α) give flexibility to support different types of 

organizations and clients
• Incentive Alignment: network administrators assume control, 

responsibility, and cost burdens while local users receive the benefits
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